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Abstract 

Business process management (BPM) is an accepted paradigm of organizational design to orches-

trate distributed work involving various activities, resources, and actors, connecting the physical 

and digital world. While traditional research in BPM focused on process models and model-based 

information systems (e.g., workflow management systems), the focus has recently shifted toward 

data-driven methods such as process mining. Process mining strives to discover, monitor, and im-

prove business processes by extracting knowledge from process (or event) logs. As process mining 

has evolved into one of the most active streams in BPM, numerous approaches have been proposed 

in the last decade, and various commercial vendors transferred these methods into practice, sub-

stantially facilitating event data analysis. However, there are still manifold unsolved challenges 

that hinder the adoption and usage of process mining at the enterprise level. First, finding, extract-

ing, and preprocessing relevant event data remains challenging. Second, most process mining ap-

proaches operate on a single-process level, making it hard to apply process mining to multiple 

interconnected processes. Third, process managers strongly require forward-directed operational 

support, but most process mining approaches provide only descriptive ex-post insights. Driven by 

these challenges, this thesis contributes to the existing body of knowledge related to data-driven 

management of interconnected business processes. By proposing methods that enhance and auto-

mate the extraction of event logs from typical sources (research paper #1) and exploiting novel 

sources containing process-relevant information (research papers #2 and #3), this thesis contrib-

utes to the first challenge of finding, extracting, and preprocessing relevant event data. Regarding 

the second challenge to apply process mining to a multi-process perspective, this thesis proposes 

approaches for log-driven prioritization of interconnected business processes (research papers #4 

and #5). As the proposed process prioritization methods build on predicting processes’ future per-

formance, they also contribute to the third challenge of providing forward-directed operational 

support for process managers. Providing accurate predictions leveraging the increasing volume of 

available data is key to develop predictive and prescriptive process mining approaches. Conse-

quently, the thesis also elaborates on how predictive process monitoring can benefit from the 

promising trend of deep learning (research paper #6). 
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I. Introduction and Motivation1 

Business process management (BPM) is an accepted paradigm of organizational design and a 

source of corporate performance (Dumas et al. 2018). Due to substantial progress in process iden-

tification, analysis, implementation, and improvement (Recker and Mendling 2016; Vanwersch et 

al. 2016), BPM receives constant attention from industry (Harmon 2020). In times of market con-

solidation and increasing competition, operational excellence (i.e., continuously optimizing an or-

ganization’s processes in terms of effectiveness and efficiency) is key to staying competitive. 

While traditional research in BPM focused on process models and model-based information sys-

tems (e.g., workflow management systems), recently, the focus has shifted to data-driven methods 

such as process mining (Diba et al. 2020). In contrast to model-driven BPM, process mining uses 

execution data in the form of events arising during process enactment, which may be exploited in 

several ways (van der Aalst 2016). Process mining strives to discover, monitor, and improve pro-

cesses by extracting knowledge from event logs available in information systems (van der Aalst 

et al. 2011a). The most commonly applied use case in process mining is discovering as-is process 

models that also serve as a starting point for more detailed analysis (van der Aalst 2020). Based 

on the mined as-is-process, the use case of conformance checking helps to point out deviations 

from normative, predefined process models and actual process enactments (e.g., unintended hand-

over of tasks, skipped activities, missed performance goals). As process mining analyzes infor-

mation on an event-level, it also helps evaluate the actual process performance (e.g., measuring 

cycle times, interruptions, exceptions). In sum, process mining can help to ensure process hygiene, 

constituting a fundamental requirement to achieve operational excellence (van der Aalst 2020). 

As process mining is one of the most active streams in BPM, numerous approaches have been 

proposed in the last decade, and various commercial vendors transferred these methods into prac-

tice, substantially facilitating event data analysis (Viner et al. 2020). At the tip of the iceberg, 

Celonis expanded in only seven years from start-up to a unicorn, indicating the enormous cross-

industry business potential of process mining (Browne 2019). By 2023, Markets and Markets pre-

dicts a market potential of 1.42 billion US$ for process mining technologies (Research and Mar-

kets 2020). However, there are still numerous unsolved challenges that hinder the further adoption 

and usage of process mining at the enterprise level (vom Brocke et al. 2020). First, finding, ex-

tracting, and preprocessing relevant event data is still challenging and requires a significant amount 

 
1 This Section is partly comprised of content taken from the research papers included in this thesis. To 

improve the readability of the text, I omit the standard labeling of these citations. 
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of time in a process mining project and, thus, remains a bottleneck without providing appropriate 

support (Li et al. 2015). Second, most process mining approaches operate on a single-process level, 

but organizations are confronted with a process network covering hundreds of interdependent pro-

cesses (vom Brocke et al. 2020). Third, process managers strongly require forward-directed oper-

ational support, but most process mining approaches provide only descriptive ex-post insights, 

e.g., discovered models or performance analysis of a past period (van der Aalst 2020). Since these 

challenges mainly drive this doctoral thesis, they will be discussed in detail below. 

First, finding, extracting, and preprocessing relevant event data is still challenging. This is 

most frequently due to the lack of domain knowledge about the process, the distributed storage of 

required data in different databases and tables, and the requirement of advanced data engineering 

skills (Li et al. 2015). Most recent process mining approaches assume high-quality event logs 

without describing how such logs can be extracted from process-aware (PAIS) and particularly 

non-process-aware information systems (non-PAIS) (Suriadi et al. 2017, Wynn et al. 2017). In 

case of solely relying on process-aware information systems (PAIS) that directly output minable 

event logs, the risks of neglecting process-relevant information arise, and so-called blind spots can 

occur. For instance, if processes contain activities enacted by physical resources or software bots 

that are not directly connected to PAIS, details of these enactments cannot be explored using clas-

sical PAIS-based event logs. Due to increasingly digitized organizations, a growing part of the 

available data is highly unstructured (e.g., text, video, or audio files) and requires the application 

of novel concepts (van der Aalst 2020). To sum up, although process mining approaches signifi-

cantly matured in the last decade, the step of data extraction is still too weekly supported and often 

results in bottlenecks that negatively affect the quality of process mining analysis. 

Second, most process mining approaches operate on a single-process level. However, process 

mining currently evolves from project-based single-process analysis to an enterprise-wide ongoing 

task (van der Aalst 2020). Thus, methods for scaling process mining approaches on an enterprise-

level are needed (vom Brocke et al. 2020). One of the most challenging topics relies on applying 

process mining methods that operate mostly on a single-process-perspective to enterprise-wide 

process networks, frequently covering hundreds of highly interconnected processes. Typically, 

process mining initiatives consume substantial resources, such as computing resources, but also 

expensive experts such as process owners or business analysts. Event-data-driven process priori-

tization approaches considering process interdependencies can be the missing part of the puzzle to 

ensure allocating these scarce resources to the most critical and central processes.  
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Third, process managers strongly require forward-directed operational support. Tradition-

ally, process mining approaches focused on historical data for backward-looking, descriptive pro-

cess mining (e.g., discovering process models). Backward-looking, descriptive process mining is 

an excellent starting point to improve processes, however, process managers need operational in 

their forward-looking day-to-day business (van der Aalst 2020). As exemplary forward-looking 

predictive process mining use cases, predictive and prescriptive process monitoring are growing 

in importance (Maggi et al. 2014). Predicting the behavior, performance, and outcomes of process 

instances help organizations act proactively in fast-changing environments. By combining process 

predictions with the decision area from normative process data (e.g., performance thresholds), 

prescriptive process mining approaches are able to trigger actions autonomously, e.g., by schedul-

ing improvement projects (van der Aalst 2020). The increasing volume of data (i.e., event records 

and event properties) offers new opportunities and poses great challenges for predictive monitor-

ing methods. As most approaches are still based on classical machine learning (ML) techniques 

such as decision trees (Evermann et al. 2016), their performance heavily depends on manual fea-

ture engineering in low-level feature representations (Goodfellow et al. 2016). Deep learning (DL) 

has proven its potential to exploit sensible and robust predictions based on nearly unprocessed, 

low-level input data in diverse applications (e.g., autonomous driving). Also, from a BPM per-

spective, DL promises to leverage the rapidly increasing volume of event data for predictive pur-

poses. However, the rare use of DL, especially for outcome-oriented predictive process monitor-

ing, reflects a lack of understanding about when the use of DL is sensible.  

Visualized in Figure 1, BPM strives for connecting the real-world – physical in nature – with the 

digital world enabling value co-creation between human beings and machines (i.e., physical ma-

chines or software systems). The physical world consists of actors interacting with physical re-

sources. Commonly, actors and resources are orchestrated through processes that relate to PAIS, 

creating a digital footprint (i.e., events) of each performed process activity. As the digital world’s 

central element, the event log can be seen as a digital twin of the actual processes. Physical actors 

might also interact with non-PAIS or perform manual activities that are not connected with the 

digital world and, consequently, are not covered by PAIS-generated logs. 

Inspired by the three challenges introduced above, this cumulative doctoral thesis consists of six 

research papers. Research paper #1 (RP#1) to research paper #3 (RP#3) are mainly related to the 

first challenge of finding, merging, and extracting event data from various data sources. Research 

paper #4 (RP#4) and research paper #5 (RP#5) cover data-driven process prioritization, helping to 

focus on the most critical processes in interdependent process networks and can be assigned to 
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prescriptive process mining. Finally, research paper #6 (RP#6) strives for providing guidelines on 

sensible usage of DL in predictive process monitoring and thus features predictive process mining. 

 

Figure 1: Assignment of individual Research Papers to forward-directed Process Mining 

After introducing essential foundations and definitions of this thesis in Section II, Section III fol-

lows the structure outlined in Figure 1. First, the thesis addresses the log extraction of structured 

data by proposing a method supporting the quality-informed event log extraction from commonly 

used relational databases and a method merging process logs and bot logs stemming from robotic 

process automation to allow for integrated analysis (Section 1.1, including RP#1 and RP#2). Fur-

thermore, the issue of blind spots due to physical processes running isolated from the digital world 

is addressed by developing a reference architecture to use unstructured video data for process min-

ing (Section 1.2, including RP#3). All three approaches address the first challenge of finding, ex-

tracting, and preprocessing relevant event data. Second, to address the challenge that most process 

mining approaches operate on a single-process level, the thesis proposes two methods that use log 

data to prioritize processes and schedule in-depth analysis or improvement projects (Section 2.1, 

including RP#4 and RP#5). The proposed methods help bring the focus of process mining from a 
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single process perspective to an ongoing task at the enterprise level. Third, the challenge that pro-

cess managers strongly require forward-directed operational support is addressed by systemati-

cally comparing DL with classical ML approaches using different publicly available data sets 

(Section 2.2, including RP#6). Finally, Section III summarizes the key insights and provides indi-

cations for future research. In addition to the publication bibliography in Section IV, Section V 

reports on additional information on all research papers (V.1), my individual contribution (V.2), 

and the research papers themselves (V.3 – V.8).  
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II. Foundations and Definitions2 

1 Business Process Management and Process Mining 

Business Process Management (BPM) is the art and science of overseeing how work is performed 

to ensure consistent outcomes and take advantage of improvement opportunities (Dumas et al. 

2018). BPM combines knowledge from information technology and management sciences (van 

der Aalst 2013). By connecting the physical world with the digital world, BPM strives to coordi-

nate value co-creation and information flow between human beings and machines (i.e., physical 

machines or information systems). In practice, hardly any process is executed in isolation. Instead, 

processes are organized in independent process networks (Lehnert et al. 2018). Hence, understand-

ing process dependencies is key for decision-makers (Dijkman et al. 2016). 

BPM activities are commonly organized along lifecycle phases, such as identification, discovery, 

analysis, improvement, implementation, monitoring, and controlling (Dumas et al. 2018). Re-

quired capabilities are structured six so-called core elements of BPM, namely, Strategic Align-

ment, Governance, Methods, Information Technology (IT), People, and Culture (Rosemann and 

vom Brocke 2015). With the increasing availability of data, novel capabilities such as process data 

analytics or advanced process automation have emerged (Kerpedzhiev et al. 2020). Thereby, big 

data analysis is considered one of the most promising technologies for BPM (Beverungen et al. 

2020). Thus, whereas the origin of BPM relied on model-driven approaches, methods centered 

around process data become increasingly important.  

As expanding data-driven research stream in BPM, process mining strives to discover, monitor, 

and improve processes by extracting knowledge from process logs (also referred to as event logs) 

commonly available in information systems such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) or cus-

tomer relationship management (CRM) systems (van der Aalst et al. 2011a). Process logs record 

series of process-related events, with each event referring to a distinct task in a process instance. 

Process logs store standard attributes such as event names, performing resources, timestamps but 

also additional information about events and their context (van der Aalst 2014; vom Brocke et al. 

2016). Initially, the process mining manifesto defined three use cases, namely process discovery 

(generation of as-is models), conformance checking (comparing as-is against to-be models), and 

 
2 This Section is partly comprised of content taken from the research papers included in this thesis. To 

improve the readability of the text, I omit the standard labeling of these citations. 
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model enhancement (enriching existing models through log insights) (van der Aalst et al. 2011a). 

Figure 2 shows the general framework on process mining that was refined in 2016. 

 

Figure 2: Process Mining Framework (van der Aalst 2016) 

Generally, process mining use cases can be structured around required data sources (i.e., current 

or historical event data as well as normative or as-is process models) (van der Aalst 2016). Con-

sequently, all use cases taking historical data can be subsumed as offline use cases. These offline 

use cases mainly relate to cartography (i.e., use cases working with process models or maps) and 

auditing (i.e., use cases that check whether business processes are executed within certain bound-

aries set by stakeholders). Some auditing use cases also take normative data (i.e., de jure models) 
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to explore deviance in historical cases. All offline approaches are descriptive, i.e., they analyze 

and visualize what happened in the past without looking into the future (van der Aalst 2016).  

In recent years, the scope of process mining has evolved from mainly backward-looking analysis 

to forward-looking decision support (van der Aalst 2020). Thus, online use cases are increasingly 

becoming the focus of research. Such use cases are based on historical data and, in some cases, on 

partial trace information from ongoing cases, i.e., pre-mortem data. Navigation, as well as auditing 

use cases, take both data sources as input to infer statements about future process behavior. For 

example, predictive process monitoring applies predictive models to correlate extracted features 

from partial trace information with historical traces in real-time (Marquez-Chamorro et al. 2018). 

Predictive process monitoring approaches differ in terms of applied methods and, more im-

portantly, the target of prediction (Di Francescomarino et al. 2018). Such targets can be the re-

maining cycle time of an ongoing case (van der Aalst et al. 2011b), the outcome (or an anomaly) 

of a case (Kratsch et al. 2020b), or the next action that will take place in further case processing 

(Schönig et al. 2018). The latter prediction task reveals that there is a fluid transition between 

prediction and prescription. By predicting the next action and identifying the decision area from 

normative process data (e.g., the de jure process model), one can set up models predicting each 

possible action’s outcome and recommend the most favorable one (van der Aalst 2016). When 

such recommending models are combined with other automating process technologies – e.g., ro-

botic process automation – the transition to prescriptive process analytics (e.g., models that deter-

mine what will happen) is fulfilled (van der Aalst 2020).  
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2 Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Computer Vision 

As forward-directed use cases, predictive and prescriptive process mining mainly base on tech-

niques stemming from research areas around artificial intelligence (AI), namely machine learning 

(ML), deep learning (DL), and computer vision (CV). Since these AI-related terms have recently 

been incorrectly used as synonyms, this Section aims to distinguish them from each other clearly. 

 

Figure 3: Venn diagram distinguishing AI-related terms 

As depicted by Figure 3, AI is the umbrella term for automatically solving intellectual tasks usually 

performed by humans (Chollet 2018). ML is a subfield of artificial intelligence that uses real-world 

knowledge to make human-like decisions without defined rules (Goodfellow et al. 2016). DL adds 

the capability to automatically learn representations of data with multiple abstraction levels, ena-

bling exploiting unstructured data (LeCun et al. 2015). Drawing on all of these concepts, CV is a 

specific use case to exploit visual data (Szeliski 2011). 

ML uses statistical methods to learn structural patterns in typically large datasets in a (semi-) au-

tomated manner (Witten et al. 2017). Typical use cases of ML are classification, clustering, re-

gression, and anomaly detection (Alpaydin 2020). Moreover, ML techniques can be divided into 

supervised and unsupervised learning (Alpaydin 2020). Supervised learning takes historical data 

that has already been classified by an external source and uses it for reproducing classifiers 

(Alpaydin 2020). By contrast, unsupervised learning algorithms process input data to gain insights 

by themselves (Alpaydin 2020). Whereas unsupervised learning is often used to group similar 

cases with an unclear definition of classes (e.g., for anomaly detection), supervised learning is 

appropriate when classifying cases according to predefined classes. Commonly applied ML tech-

niques in supervised learning are, for example, random forests (Breiman 2001), logistic regres-

sions (Hosmer et al. 2013), support vector machines (Cortes and Vapnik 1995), and shallow neural 

Artificial 
Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

Deep 
Learning
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networks (Haykin 2009). The performance of classical ML approaches is highly dependent on the 

representation of input data (Goodfellow et al. 2016). This aspect of preprocessing is also known 

as feature engineering (Witten et al. 2017).  

DL reduces manual feature engineering effort by applying the divide-and-conquer principle, which 

introduces representations that are themselves expressed in terms of simpler representations 

(Goodfellow et al. 2016). DL is a relatively new term for the application of deep neural networks 

(DNN) (Witten et al. 2017). Until 2006, DNN were generally thought to be too difficult to train 

(Goodfellow et al. 2016). Innovations in algorithms and hardware have enabled the application of 

DL in productive services, for example, in recognition of a photo’s location without geographical 

data in Google photos or video recommendations on YouTube (Schmidhuber 2015; Weyand et al. 

2016; Covington et al. 2016).  

CV applies mathematical techniques to visual data (e.g., images and videos), striving to achieve 

or even surpass human-like perceptual interpretation capabilities (Szeliski 2011; Microsoft 

Research 2019; Prince 2012). To date, CV has enabled several real-world use cases, including self-

driving cars (Huval et al. 2015), facial recognition (Masi et al. 2018), and the analysis of medical 

images for healthcare (Gao et al. 2018). Figure 4 provides an overview of the most commonly 

applied CV capabilities (Voulodimos et al. 2018). 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of commonly applied computer vision capabilities (Lee et al. 2015) 

Image classification predicts probabilities for the occurrence of certain object classes (e.g., people) 

in images (Guo et al. 2016). Object detection aims to find instances of object classes and further 
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localizes their positions (Voulodimos et al. 2018). Instance segmentation additionally distin-

guishes between instances of the same object classes (Garcia-Garcia et al. 2018). Human pose 

estimation addresses the problem of localizing human body parts or anatomical key points (e.g., 

elbow, wrist) in images (Sun et al. 2019). Object tracking aims to find instances of object classes 

and further localize their positions (Voulodimos et al. 2018). Face recognition (re-)identifies indi-

viduals by their faces, which can be a challenging endeavor, e.g., due to head rotation, facial ex-

pression, or aging (Masi et al. 2018). As super-capability, activity recognition takes the output of 

other CV capabilities to identify the activities and actions of at least one person in an unfamiliar 

sequence of image frames (i.e., video) (Aggarwal and Ryoo 2011).  

Most CV capabilities are based on algorithms and techniques that increasingly draw on DL. The 

improvements in hardware, the availability of large labeled datasets, and algorithmic advances 

have enabled the rise of DL in the CV area (Deng and Yu 2014). A substantial advantage of DL 

methods is the automation of feature engineering (Deng 2018). This gives DL methods successful 

generalization capabilities when provided with large labeled datasets (Kong and Fu 2018; Herath 

et al. 2017). On the other hand, training deep neural networks “from scratch” (i.e., with randomly 

initialized parameters) on smaller datasets may prove difficult due to the massive number of model 

parameters that have to be updated (Yim et al. 2017). To solve this issue, transfer learning (i.e., 

fine-tuning) is an approach that reuses the lower layers of on large datasets pre-trained neural 

networks. This is sensible, as the lower layers of deep neural networks only contain very unspecific 

information (e.g., accumulation of edges and shapes representing a human face) that is helpful in 

most domains (Chollet 2018). Thus, transfer learning helps to reach high predictive performance 

on small datasets with reasonable training effort (Shin et al. 2016). 
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III. Overview and Context of the Research Papers3 

1 Finding, Merging, and Cleaning Event Data 

1.1 Extraction of Structured Event Data 

Finding, merging, and cleaning event data is the first challenge initially defined in the process 

mining manifesto (van der Aalst et al. 2011a). Although process mining research above-average 

addressed data extraction compared to other challenges, it is still one of the most challenging and 

time-consuming steps in process mining projects (Li et al. 2015). To lower the barriers for non-

data-engineers to extract appropriate event logs, research paper #1 presents RDB2Log, a  semi-

automated, quality-informed approach to event log generation from relational databases. 

RDB2Log takes a relational database as input and generates an assessment of its data quality based 

on common data quality dimensions. By offering this data quality assessment, RDB2Log supports 

mapping data columns to event log attributes and generating an appropriate event log. The artifact 

proposed in this research paper #1 is envisioned as a step towards a process data quality lifecycle: 

systematic detection, repair, and tracking of data quality issues. By providing a graphical interface 

that helps users extract high-quality event logs, research paper #1 also strives to improve usability 

for non-experts. 

Figure 5 shows the architectural overview of RDB2Log. The RDB2Log exploits database 

constraints and data quality assessments to support the semi-automated extraction of event records. 

To do so, database relationship assessments are performed (i.e., by evaluating primary key to 

foreign key relationships). Furthermore, RDB2Log uses a metrics-based concept to assess the data 

quality of event attribute candidates. Using this automated quality assessment, the user can decide 

which attributes are mapped to which events. Thus, the mappings are (i)  table by table , (ii) user-

selected, and (iii) quality-informed. That is, each database column is assessed against several 

quality dimensions for each event log attribute role assignment while taking into account 

acceptance criteria based on one or more quality dimensions and threshold values. 

 
3 This Section is partly comprised of content taken from the research papers included in this thesis. To 

improve the readability of the text, I omit the standard labeling of these citations. 
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Figure 5: RDB2Log - Quality-informed event log generation (Andrews et al. 2020)  

Regarding data quality assessment, RDB2Log incorporates 12 well-established data quality 

dimensions that have been deemed quantifiable and also relevant for process mining. To retain 

clarity, research paper #1 focuses on three dimensions that are exceptionally relevant for process 

mining: precision, uniqueness, and completeness. The operationalization of the dimensions is not 

specific to RDB2Log and can be modified. Most metrics can be computed on a data column level 

and can therefore inform quality dimensions on an attribute level as well as at an overall log level. 

Others contribute only to log level assessment.  

To evaluate the RDB2Log, research paper #1 applied the DSR evaluation framework proposed by  

Sonnenberg and vom Brocke (2012), striving for ex-ante and ex-post evaluation. Regarding ex-

ante evaluation, design objectives from existing knowledge have been derived. The artifact’s 

design specification was discussed  against competing artifacts, and its understandability and real-

world fidelity have been challenged with process mining experts from industry and academia. For 

ex-post evaluation, RDB2Log was implemented as a software prototype and applied to two data 

sets in a laboratory setting (Figure 6). To provide a naturalistic setting, research paper #6 also 

applies the prototype to real-world data of a medium-sized manufacturing company and reports on 

the results as well as discussions with relevant stakeholders. 
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Figure 6: Example screenshot of the event log attribute selection using RDB2Log (Andrews et al. 2020) 

While traditional information systems strongly rely on relational data, upcoming process 

technologies such as robotic process automation (RPA) often operate using event streams without 

storing these events to relational databases. Consequently, with the increasing handover of process 

tasks to software robots, blind spots in traditional PAIS are growing. Furthermore, due to a 

growing number of software bots, interdependencies in process networks become increasingly 

important. Hence, to obtain an end-to-end process perspective, process mining must consider log 

data stemming from RPA, namely bot logs.  

Therefore, research paper #2 proposes an approach enabling integrated analysis using bot and 

process logs that provides new insights into bot-human interaction. An integrated analysis of bot 

and process data can also show the effects of bots on business processes and explore how 

exceptions are handled. Joint data analysis of bot and process data might also benefit the redesign 

of bots used in business processes. As a central artifact, research paper #2 proposes an integrated 

conceptual data model specifying the relations between bots and business processes. Based on this 

data model, it is possible to merge bot logs and process logs, allowing for integrated analysis. 

Figure 7 shows an overview of the proposed approach in research paper #2. 
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Figure 7: Bot Log Mining Approach (Egger et al. 2020) 

A merged log provides opportunities for a more detailed analysis of the underlying processes. By 

creating new measures and visualizations for process mining that use a merged log as input, it is 

possible to provide useful information on the underlying partly automated processes as output. 

There are many possibilities for new measures. However, research paper #2 showcases two 

exemplary measures, namely Exception Time Impact (ETI) and Relative Fails (RF), illustrating 

the underlying approach’s concept. 

Figure 8 visualizes how ETI can be applied to indicate for every activity how much longer a trace 

takes, on average, to complete if the activity fails compared to if the activity does not fail. The 

colors refer to whether the activity was always executed by bots (blue), always manually (green), 

or both (yellow). The darker the color, the higher is the relative failure rate. Take, for instance, the 

activity “finish editing”: When this activity fails, on average, it takes 70 days longer to end the 

whole process compared to when “finish editing” did not fail, which indicates that “finish editing” 

seems to be correlated with a longer remaining duration in the process. Furthermore, when a bot 

executes “finish editing”, the bot activity “check spelling” seems to be correlated with a longer 

remaining duration, since if this bot activity fails, on average, it takes 92 days longer to end the 

whole process. This information is useful for bot redesign: stakeholders could consider revising 

“check spelling” in the bot process. Without merging bot data to process data, this insight would 

have been lost behind a blind spot. 
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Figure 8: Directly follows graph enriched with information from the merged log 

1.2 Extraction of Unstructured Event Data  

As described in Section III.1.1, current process mining applications highly rely on structured busi-

ness data, often gathered from process-aware information systems (PAIS) or other enterprise in-

formation systems (e.g., ERP, CRM). However, according to Forbes and CIO magazine, 80 to 90 

percent of available data is unstructured, i.e., data without a functional, retrievable data scheme 

(Davis 2019; Marr 2019). Handling uncertain, continuous, and unstructured data adds another di-

mension to the challenge of finding, merging, and cleaning event data that requires the application 

of novel concepts (van der Aalst 2020). Moreover, unstructured data is increasing much more 

rapidly than structured data (Marr 2019). Consequently, most process mining analyses only exploit 

10 to 20 percent of the available data. Although it only uses a small percentage of available data, 

applying process mining to highly digitalized processes (e.g., ERP processes) is already a mature 

practice, yet still only targets a small proportion of existing business processes. On the other hand, 

there are hardly digitized processes that may contain numerous manual activities. Since manual 

activities are not usually tracked in PAIS, it is rarely possible to mine such processes using existing 

approaches. The results are undiscoverable blind spots.  

However, in many cases, vast amounts of unstructured data (e.g., media files or text documents) 

related to these blind spots are available. Consequently, all of the academic experts questioned in 

a recent Delphi study stated that BPM should prioritize the exploration of unstructured data 

(Kerpedzhiev et al. 2020). Initial approaches propose techniques to make unstructured data usable 

for process mining. Some of these techniques apply natural language processing (NLP) to text 

documents (van der Aa et al. 2018). However, sensor-based approaches cannot be scaled for use 
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in broader contexts as measured values are dependent on the deployment location. Furthermore, 

full equipment with sensors appears to be an unrealistic scenario having broad system boundaries 

or open systems, e.g., when external actors are included. In contrast, NLP-based approaches are 

much easier to generalize but – just like structured log data – describe only activities performed 

within information systems (e.g., mail systems). Video data (e.g., from surveillance cameras) bears 

the potential to make processes that partly run away from information systems (i.e., blind spots) 

more observable. 

Initial technically-driven approaches support the use of video data for specific use cases (e.g., 

object detection and activity recognition) in highly specific contexts, e.g., production and logistics, 

often in laboratory settings (Reining et al. 2019). Most recent CV approaches build on DL tech-

niques that have led to technological breakthroughs in the course of their productive application 

(e.g., Tesla’s autopilot (Tesla 2020) and optical football-tracking of Track160 (2020)). These ex-

amples suggest that DL-enabled CV could be the key to extracting, piece-by-piece, structured in-

formation (e.g., a traffic sign or the position of a football player) from a vast amount of unstruc-

tured data (e.g., eight high definition camera streams, in the case of Tesla). Having extracted struc-

tured features and their temporal contexts, existing approaches (e.g., the use of distance measures 

to calculate collision potential with other cars or off-side positions of football players) can process 

and analyze this information efficiently. Transferred to process mining, events and actors extracted 

from video data could feed into structured event logs, to which the various existing process mining 

approaches can be applied. Thus, using video data as a basis for process mining approaches could 

help to reduce blind spots.  

Research paper #3 proposes a Video Mining reference architecture (Figure 9), consisting of the 

three subsystem layers Data Preprocessor, Information Extractor, and Event Processor. Since the 

reference architecture is configurable, optional components are indicated by dotted frames and 

different instantiation variants are highlighted in color. By producing an event log and offering an 

event notification service, the RA connects to various BPM applications to support diverse process 

mining use cases. The Data Preprocessor serves as an interface to the input data. The Information 

Extractor receives these frames to perform different CV capabilities that hierarchically extract 

meaningful information. Taking the extracted low-level events as input, the Event Processor ap-

plies event generalization and abstraction concepts to output high-level business events.  
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Figure 9: Video Process Mining Reference Architecture (Kratsch et al. 2020a) 
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Figure 10 visualizes the output of the prototype used to evaluate the proposed Video Mining Ref-

erence Architecture. Using several CV capabilities, the prototype is able to identify different actors 

and track activities they are performing. On the right side of Figure 10, the predicted event data is 

visualized using a directly follows graph in Disco. The three tokens represent the three actors, and 

it is evident that Actor 2 (the upper token) is behind and still finishes stirring the dough, whereas 

Actors 1 and 3 are already pouring.  

 

 

Figure 10: Evaluation video showing the instantiated Video Mining Reference Architecture in action 

To conclude Section III.1, research papers #1 to #3 address the challenge of finding, extracting 

and preprocessing relevant event data as an essential prerequisite to successfully applying process 

mining techniques. Research paper #1 guides the quality-informed extraction of event logs from 

relational databases, where most event data of PAIS systems such as SAP ERP is stored. Research 

paper #2 and #3 aim to exploit novel data sources for process mining purposes. Extending the step 

of event data extraction to bot logs (i.e., research paper #2) is a promising approach to make 

human-bot interaction explorable and support the reasonable and sustainable automation of 

business processes. By providing an initial idea how video data can be leveraged for process min-

ing purposes, research paper #3 strives to exploit valuable process-relevant information beyond 

structured data sources bearing the potential to broaden the coverage of process mining analysis 

substantially. 
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2 Novel Approaches for Predictive and Prescriptive Process Monitoring 

2.1 Prescriptive Prioritization of Interdependent Processes 

Regarding process prioritization, the BPM literature offers multiple approaches (Bandara et al. 

2015). Extant approaches can be split into performance- and non-performance-based approaches. 

Non-performance-based approaches prioritize processes using criteria such as urgency, strategic 

importance, or difficulty of improvement (Hanafizadeh and Osouli 2011). Performance-based ap-

proaches prioritize processes by quantifying their actual and target performance, deriving their 

need for improvement, and ranking them (Leyer et al. 2015). When multiple processes must be 

arranged and orchestrated, structural process dependencies arise (e.g., core processes use support 

processes) (Dijkman et al., 2016). Besides structural dependencies, processes are subject to sto-

chastic dependencies (Letmathe et al. 2013). Process logs may not only include data about tasks, 

paths, and task performance but also about structural and stochastic process dependencies (Wen 

et al. 2006). Logging the events related to multiple processes, relevant information such as the 

distribution of process costs, the frequency of core processing using support processes, or the au-

tocorrelation of process instances can be mined. However, most performance-based process prior-

itization approaches use expert opinions instead of log data for performance-based process priori-

tization. 

To decide which processes should be in focus of process mining initiatives, process prioritization 

can be applied. Research paper #4 address this gap by proposing the Data-driven Process Prioriti-

zation approach (D2P2), leveraging performance, and dependency data from process logs to de-

termine the risky performance of all involved processes. Thereby, the D2P2 accounts for structural 

dependencies (e.g., processes that use other processes) and stochastic dependencies (e.g., instances 

that affect other instances of the same process). Based on the dependency-adjusted risky process 

performance, the D2P2 predicts when each process is likely to violate predefined performance 

thresholds and schedules it for in-depth analysis to future planning periods. Process analysts can 

then check whether the process under consideration requires improvement. Basing on event log 

data, the D2P2’s output is more reliable and detailed than other process prioritization approaches. 

The D2P2 prioritizes processes by leveraging performance data (i.e., process cash flows) and de-

pendency data (e.g., how often processes use other processes) from process logs. As shown in 

Figure 11, the D2P2 includes three steps: (1) extraction of the involved processes’ dependency-

adjusted risky performance, (2) prediction of these processes’ risky future performance, and (3) 

scheduling of the involved processes for in-depth analysis.  
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Figure 11: Overview of the D2P2 approach (Kratsch et al. 2017) 

Two essential concepts of the D2P2 are process networks and process performance variants, par-

ticularly for determining the dependency-adjusted risky process performance in Step 1. Figure 12 

on the left shows an exemplary process network, serving as a running example. In this example, 

process P1 uses P2 but can also be executed stand-alone. Thus, there is a directed edge from P1 to 

P2, representing a use dependency, and a self-directed edge for P1 capturing stand-alone execu-

tions. 

 

Figure 12: Exemplary process network (left) and its performance variants (right) (Kratsch et al. 2017) 

Leveraging this information contained in process networks, each process’ performance can be de-

composed into performance variants basing on structural dependencies of process variants. For 

instance, Figure 10 on the right illustrates the performance variants of process P1 from our running 

example. P1 has two performance variants, i.e., 1→2 to capture the use dependency with P2 and 

1→1 as P1 can be executed stand-alone. Performance variant 1→2 includes a common (i.e., a1 

and a4) and a variant-specific part (i.e., a3, a5, and P2), which splits into an exclusive part (i.e., a3 

and a5) and a part caused by using P2. To extract the dependency-adjusted performance variants 

out of process logs, the D2P2 builds on multi-variate regression analysis. Multi-variate regression 

analysis is commonly used to determine a functional relationship (dependency) between a depend-

ent variable (i.e., a known process performance or part of it) and multiple independent variables 

(i.e., other parts of the process performance) (Freedman 2009).  

As for Step 2, D2P2 predicts the processes’ future dependency-adjusted risky performance. With 

process managers prioritizing processes by comparing their actual and target performance, the 
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D2P2 assesses over- and under-performance. As performance differences of individual instances 

are too fine-grained for process prioritization, the D2P2 is able to aggregate the performance dif-

ference of all instances. The aggregated difference is the D2P2’s central indicator for determining 

when to schedule a process for an in-depth analysis. The aggregated difference is uncertain and 

may take any value. As a sum of random variables, the aggregated difference’s value range is 

cone-shaped (Figure 13), i.e., its value range is small in the near future and continuously broadens 

in the more distant future. 

 

Figure 13: Cone-shaped structure of the predicted aggregated performance difference (Kratsch et al. 2017) 

In Step 3, the D2P2 schedules the involved processes for an in-depth analysis based on their abso-

lute aggregated under- or over-performance determined in Step 2. Thereby, a mixed-integer linear 

program seeks an assignment of in-depth analyses to planning periods that minimizes the oppor-

tunity costs for lost improvement potential in case of lower threshold violations and untapped 

opportunities in upper threshold violations. Applying the instantiated D2P2 to real-world data 

yields superior results compared to competing artifacts. Thus, by neglecting process dependencies 

and risky future process performance, process prioritization decisions are biased. 

While D2P2 ends up providing a prioritized list of process candidates for an in-depth analysis, 

research paper #5 expands the scope of process prioritization to schedule improvement projects 

providing an even more prescriptive support. To do so, research paper #5 proposes the PMP2 

drawing on the main concepts of D2P2 and extends an economic decision model optimizing the 

assignment of improvement project alternatives. By combining Markov reward models (MRM) 

and normative analytical modeling, PMP2 helps organizations determine business process im-
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provement roadmaps (i.e., sequential implementation of improvement projects on business pro-

cesses), which maximize an organization’s long-term firm value while catering for process de-

pendencies and interactions among projects. Thereby, PMP2 takes a multi-period, multi-process, 

and multi-project perspective. The PMP2 considers dependencies between processes and improve-

ment projects and thus schedules improvement projects to optimize an organization’s long-term 

firm value. Table 1 shows one of the evaluation scenarios indicating that the project dimension 

can significantly impact process prioritization. For this scenario, we assume different modification 

factors representing varying impacts. Analyzing the project impact solely, improving the cash 

flows of Process 3 has by far the highest effect (reduction by 40%). Even if factoring in the two-

fold effect of lead time reductions and thus opting for that, the decision-maker would prioritize 

process 3, as a 20% reduction can be achieved. However, as shown in Table 1, conducting a 10% 

cash flow reduction of Process 1 is superior to all other projects. This outlines the importance of 

analyzing improvement projects and the underlying process network in an integrated manner, as 

independent analysis yields inferior results. 

Table 1: Results of an exemplary scenario analysis (Bitomsky et al. 2019) 

 
 

Summarizing, process prioritization based on event log data can focus on the most central pro-

cesses when scaling process mining initiatives to an enterprise level, thus addressing the second 

challenge that process mining approaches operate on a single-process level. Attributing to pre-

scriptive process mining, the proposed approaches in research papers #4 and #5 also account for 

the third challenge of providing forward-directed operational support to process managers. 
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2.2 Using Deep Learning for Predictive Process Monitoring 

When it comes to forward-directed process mining, predictive monitoring represents one of the 

most critical capabilities. In the end, prescriptive process mining approaches (such as prescriptive 

process prioritization as proposed in Section 2.1) are also based on predictive monitoring com-

bined with predefined decision rules. Various predictive process monitoring approaches use ma-

chine learning (ML) techniques as, in contrast to rule-based monitoring techniques, there is no 

need to rely on subjective expert-defined decision rules (Kang et al. 2012). Moreover, the increas-

ing availability of data lowers the barriers to the use of ML. Although the popularity of deep learn-

ing (DL) has increased in predictive process monitoring, most works still use classical ML tech-

niques such as decision trees, random forests (RF), or support vector machines (SVM) (Evermann 

et al. 2016). However, a drawback of such techniques is that their performance heavily depends 

on manual feature engineering in case of low-level feature representations (Goodfellow et al. 

2016). From a BPM perspective, DL promises to leverage process data for predictive purposes. 

However, the rare use of DL, especially for outcome-oriented predictive process monitoring, re-

flects a lack of understanding about when the use of DL is sensible. 

Research paper #6 addresses this research gap by extensively comparing the performance of dif-

ferent ML (i.e., Random Forests and Support Vector Machines) and DL (i.e., simple feedforward 

Deep Neural Networks and Long Short Term Memory Networks) techniques for a diverse set of 

five publicly available logs in terms of established evaluation metrics (i.e., Accuracy, F-Score, and 

ROC AUC). To provide generalizable results, research paper #6 combines data-to-description and 

description-to-theory strategies (Yin 1994). Also referred to as Level-1 inference (Yin 1994), data-

to-description generalization takes empirical data as input, condensed into higher-level yet still 

empirical observations or descriptions. This strategy also covers the well-known statistical sample-

to-population generalization. Description-to-theory generalization, which is also referred to as an-

alytical generalization or Level-2 inference (Yin 1994), aims at inferring theoretical statements in 

the form of propositions, i.e., “variables and the relationships among them” (Lee and Baskerville 

2003, p. 236), from empirical observations or descriptions. As for Level-1 inference, research pa-

per #6 analyzed the performance of the selected techniques per event log in terms of evaluation 

metrics and related statistical measures (i.e., mean and standard deviation). As for Level-2 infer-

ence, research paper #6 identified relationships between the techniques’ performance across the 

logs and related these cross-log observations to the log properties.  
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To allow for Level-2 inference, it was necessary to develop a framework ensuring the purposeful 

sampling of event logs. Event logs can be classified according to their properties in terms of a data 

and a control-flow perspective. Figure 14 shows the used event logs’ classification according to 

the control flow perspective, whereas Figure 15 illustrates the data perspective. 

 

Figure 14: Control flow perspective of log classification: events-to-activity ratio (left, a), and variants-to-in-

stances ratio (right, b) (logarithmic scales) (Kratsch et al. 2020b) 

 

Figure 15: Data perspective of log classification: activity-to-instance ratio (left, a) and numeric-to-categorical 

ratio (right, b) of payload data (logarithmic scales) (Kratsch et al. 2020b) 

Table 2 on the top shows classifiers’ performance depending on the runtime of a process instance 

for an exemplary log (BPIC13). In this case, predictions are more uncertain at an early processing 

stage of a process instance than in later processing stages. Regarding Accuracy and F-Score, the 

DL techniques show higher overall accuracy and a lower standard deviation. Compared to DNN, 

LSTM shows a substantial dominance, especially in later prediction time points. Concerning the 

classical techniques, SVM shows advantages in earlier prediction time points, whereas RF yields 
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better results after the sixth activity. All classifiers deliver good results regarding the ROC AUC. 

The DL classifiers outperform the classical ML classifiers. However, DNN only slightly outper-

forms SVM, while RF falls behind. In general, DL techniques show higher temporal stability than 

RF and SVM. The performance advantage regarding the accuracy and the F-Score is especially 

high for earlier prediction time points. On the bottom, Table 3 reports overall prediction points 

aggregated performance measures emphasizing the overall outperformance of DL techniques, es-

pecially LSTM, for this exemplary event log.  

 

Table 2: Performance analysis for an exemplary event log (BPIC13) (Kratsch et al. 2020b) 

Accuracy 

  

F-Score 

 

  

1.   2. Accuracy 3. F-Score 4. ROC AUC 

5.  6. Mean 7. Std. Dev. 8. Mean 9. Std. Dev. 10. Mean 11. Std. Dev. 

12. RF 0.7299 0.1419 0.7616 0.1658 0.7807 0.1644 

13. SVM 0.7725 0.0580 0.8118 0.0485 0.8482 0.0423 

14. DNN 0.8761 0.0511 0.8688 0.0894 0.8697 0.0600 

15. LSTM 0.9269 0.0620 0.9166 0.0881 0.9226 0.0688 

16.         

 

Based on the analysis of the individual logs, the following observations can be made about the 

performance of the classifiers across the logs (i.e., Level-2 inference):  

O1: DL classifiers generally outperform classical ML classifiers regarding accuracy and F-Score. 

O2: DL classifiers substantially outperform classical ML classifiers regarding accuracy and F-

Score for logs with a high variant-to-instance ratio. 
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O3: DL classifiers substantially outperform classical ML classifiers regarding ROC AUC for logs 

with a high event-to-activity ratio and imbalanced class labels. 

O4: LSTM substantially outperforms DNN regarding accuracy and F-Score for logs featuring a 

high activity-to-instance payload ratio. 

Based on these observations across all event logs, three specific propositions can be inferred:  

• First, the outperformance of DL techniques is particularly strong for logs with a high var-

iant-to-instance ratio (i.e., many non-standard cases).  

• Second, DL techniques perform more stably in case of imbalanced target variables, espe-

cially for logs with a high event-to-activity ratio (i.e., many loops in the control flow).  

• Third, logs with a high activity-to-instance payload ratio (i.e., input data is predominantly 

generated at runtime) call for the application of LSTM.  

In sum, research paper #6 shows that DL can help inferring more reliable predictions out of in-

creasing volumes of data. However, some cases provide more favorable application environments 

for DL than others. To allocate scarce resources to these cases, research paper #6 provides guide-

lines when the application of DL is sensible. 

To conclude Section III.2, research papers #4 to #6 offer predictive and prescriptive process min-

ing approaches and contribute to the challenge of providing process managers with forward-di-

rected operational support. Besides, research papers #4 and #5 provide approaches to selecting a 

process network’s most central processes for process mining initiatives and thus help bring process 

mining to an enterprise level.  
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IV. Summary and Future Research4 

1 Summary 

Recently, the focus in BPM has shifted from model-based to data-driven methods. Consequently, 

process mining, i.e., the data-driven analysis of event data, is one of the most active streams in 

BPM. Numerous approaches have been proposed in the last decade, and various commercial ven-

dors transferred these methods into practice. However, there are still unsolved challenges that hin-

der the further adoption and usage of process mining at the enterprise level. First, finding, extract-

ing, and preprocessing relevant event data is still challenging. Second, most process mining ap-

proaches operate on a single-process level, making it hard to apply process mining being con-

fronted with a multitude of processes. Third, process managers strongly require forward-directed 

operational support, but most process mining approaches provide only descriptive ex-post insights. 

Addressing the first challenge of finding, extracting, and preprocessing relevant event data, Sec-

tion III.1 proposes approaches for supporting process miners in extracting appropriate event logs 

and exploiting novel data sources that may contain valuable process and context information. Sec-

tion III.1.1 focuses the extraction of event logs out of structured data. Research paper #1 presents 

the RDB2Log supporting a quality-informed, semi-automated data extraction out of relational da-

tabases. The contribution of RDB2Log is twofold. First, it helps non-technical users join associ-

ated events stored in multiple databases and tables. Second, by integrating data quality assessments 

in the early stage of data processing, the data quality of extracted event logs can be improved. 

Research paper #2 strives to integrate bot logs stemming from robotic process automation into 

process mining analysis. Therefore, research paper #2 proposes an approach to merge bot and 

process logs and proposes exemplary measures that benefit from a merged log. Section III.1.2 

enters the world of unstructured data by proposing the Video Mining Reference Architecture, com-

prising a construction plan for developing solutions that use video data for process mining pur-

poses. Thus, research paper #3 pushes process mining barriers to explore weakly digitized activi-

ties and further context information not contained in event logs based on structured process data.  

Contributing to the second challenge, the single-process level of most process mining approaches, 

Section III.2.1 explores the log-based prioritization of interdependent processes. Research paper 

 
4 This Section is partly comprised of content taken from the research papers included in this thesis. To 

improve the readability of the text, I omit the standard labeling of these citations. 
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#4 proposes the D2P2, an approach that uses log data to mine structural and stochastic dependen-

cies among processes and predicts processes’ dependency-adjusted performance. These predic-

tions are used to schedule an in-depth analysis when performance thresholds are violated, which 

justifies assigning the D2P2 to prescriptive process mining. Research paper #5 directly connects 

to that research developing the PMP2 that directly prescript process improvement projects (e.g., 

process mining projects) to degenerating processes.  

Section III.2.2 more deeply explores the third challenge of providing operational, forward-directed 

support to process managers. Research paper #6 addresses this challenge by extensively comparing 

the performance of different ML and DL techniques for a diverse set of five public available logs. 

In a nutshell, the observations led to conclude that the application of DL is specifically promising 

when it comes to variant-rich processes producing a vast amount of data during runtime. 

2 Future Research 

As usual in research, this thesis’ results are subject to specific assumptions leading to limitations 

that may be relaxed future research. While all individual research papers justify the assumption 

made and already address respective limitations (see Appendix VI.3-IV.8), this Section focuses on 

meta-findings across the six research papers that provide ideas for future research to further ad-

vance data-driven management of interconnected business processes.  

Related to the first challenge of finding, merging, and cleaning event data, the thesis introduces 

approaches facilitating the extraction of appropriate event logs, exploiting novel data sources shed-

ding light on existing blind spots. Future research should focus on further automate the process of 

data extraction. Constituting one of the largest bottlenecks in process mining, the barriers for non-

experts to extract and prepare data for process mining analysis should be reduced. As one of the 

most important drivers for appropriate process mining results, future research should consider data 

quality aspects in the very early stages of process mining, namely the data identification and ex-

traction. First, future research should develop interactive approaches to enabling users to more 

informed decisions. In the second step, future research could draw on innovative methods such as 

constructive ML (e.g., generative adversarial networks) to create approaches that automatically 

repair data quality issues, such as missing attributes or events. Using historical event traces as 

input, these methods can infer partial traces that might fill existing gaps. Also, unstructured data 

could be consulted as “second truth” to verify structured event data directly stemming from PAIS 

in critical application areas requiring a four-eye principle. As indicated by research paper #6, un-

structured data can also be a source for exploring weakly digitized processes. Future research 
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should consider additional sources of structured and unstructured data. Lastly, as most event logs 

contain one single process, the extraction of multi-process logs, including dependencies among 

processes, should be further explored.  

In light of the second challenge, most process mining approaches still operate on a single-process 

level, this thesis research points to how process mining can enhance traditional BPM methods, 

such as process prioritization and data-driven scheduling of improvement projects. Following this 

research avenue, event-log-driven insights could serve as a foundation for several BPM activities 

(e.g., process improvement, process redesign, or process implementation), calling for a structured 

end-to-end integration of process mining into the BPM lifecycle. To achieve the goal of supporting 

BPM on an enterprise level approaches capable of integrating novel technologies (e.g., software 

robots) and managing inter-organizational processes are required.  

Regarding the third challenge, process managers strongly require forward-directed operational 

support, the thesis elaborates on how predictive monitoring approaches can benefit from applying 

DL techniques. However, future research must explore the intersection between process mining, 

on the one hand, as well as operations management and decision analysis on the other even more 

intensively. A promising direction also relies on connecting with other emerging process technol-

ogies, e.g., using predictive monitoring methods as smarter input for automated steering of soft-

ware bots or smart devices. Further, predictive monitoring techniques that consider processes’ 

context are required, as organizations’ processes are not a closed system, and individual context 

factors may affect process behavior (van der Aalst 2020). This closes the circle to the first chal-

lenge of finding and merging various data sources containing relevant context information about 

the process instance under consideration. By extending the focus of data extraction beyond the 

typically sourced systems (e.g., ERP, CRM), these context factors can be illuminated. However, 

this requires applying novel concepts (e.g., CV) to extract and abstract structured features out of 

vast amounts of data, as exemplified in research paper #3. 

In sum, the thesis contributes to the existing body of knowledge on data-driven management of 

interconnected business processes. I hope this thesis provides a basis for applying process mining 

in a forward-looking view and, thus, supports researchers and practitioners on the journey of con-

verting project-based and isolated process mining initiatives to an ongoing supplement to the core 

of traditional BPM methods. 
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Research paper #1: Quality-Informed Semi-Automated Event Log Generation for Process 

Mining 

Andrews R, van Dun C, Wynn M, Kratsch W, Röglinger M, ter Hofstede A (2020) Quality-In-

formed Semi-Automated Event Log Generation for Process Mining. In: Decision Support Systems, 

132, 113265. 

 

Research paper #2: Bot Log Mining: Using Logs from Robotic Process Automation for Pro-

cess Mining 

Egger A, ter Hofstede A, Kratsch W, Leemans S, Röglinger M, Wynn M (2020) Bot Log Mining: 

Using Logs from Robotic Process Automation for Process Mining. In: Proceedings of the 39th 

International Conference on Conceptual Modelling (ER Conference 2020), Vienna, Austria (Short 

Paper).  

 

Research paper #3: Shedding Light on Blind Spots – Developing a Reference Architecture 

to systematically use Video Data for Process Mining 

Kratsch W, König F, Röglinger M (2020) Shed Light on Blind Spots – Developing a Reference 

Architecture to systematically use Video Data for Process Mining. Submitted Working Paper  

 

Research paper #4: Data-driven Process Prioritization in Process Networks 

Kratsch W, Manderscheid J, Reißner D, Röglinger M (2017) Data-driven process prioritization in 

process networks. In: Decision Support Systems, 100, 27-40. 

 

Research paper #5: Process Meets Project Prioritization – A Decision Model for Developing 

Process Improvement Roadmaps 

Bitomsky L, Huhn J, Kratsch W, Röglinger M (2019) Process Meets Project Prioritization – A 

Decision Model for Developing Process Improvement Roadmaps. In: Proceedings of the 27th Eu-

ropean Conference on Information Systems (ECIS 2019), Stockholm & Uppsala, Sweden. 

 

Research paper #6: Machine Learning in Business Process Monitoring: A Comparison of 

Deep Learning and Classical Approaches Used for Outcome Prediction  

Kratsch W, Manderscheid J, Röglinger M, Seyfried J (2020) Machine Learning in Business Pro-

cess Monitoring: A Comparison of Deep Learning and Classical Approaches Used for Outcome 

Prediction. In: Business & Information Systems Engineering. 
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2 Individual Contribution to the Included Research Papers 

This cumulative thesis comprises six research papers building the main body of this work. All 

included research papers were written in teams with multiple co-authors. Thus, this Section is to 

detail respective project settings and my individual contribution to each research paper. 

Research paper #1 (Andrews et al. 2020) was written with five co-authors – three of whom work 

at another international research institution. The team jointly conceptualized and elaborated on the 

article’s content. Together, we developed an approach supporting semi-automated, quality in-

formed event log extraction from relational databases (RDB2Log). Supporting the real-world eval-

uation, I was primarily responsible for designing a questionnaire assessing the selected evaluation 

criteria and implement it as an online survey. Furthermore, together with one of the co-authors, I 

applied RDB2Log to real data from a German electronics manufacturing services company and 

conducted an evaluation workshop with internal process experts. Throughout, I was substantially 

involved in all parts of the project. 

Research paper #2 (Egger et al. 2020) was written with five co-authors – three of whom work at 

another international research institution. All co-authors jointly developed an approach to use logs 

stemming from robotic process automation for process mining. I was involved in conceptualizing, 

developing, and reworking text sections throughout the article. Overall, the authors made equal 

contributions to the paper’s content, and I was substantially involved in each part of the project. 

Research paper #3 (Kratsch et al. 2020a) was written with two co-authors. As the leading author, 

I had a main role in ideating the research topic using video data for process mining purposes. 

Furthermore, I mainly developed the Video Mining Reference Architecture as the primary artifact 

of the research paper, whereas one of my co-authors instantiated the Video Mining Reference 

Architecture as a software prototype. Moreover, I was primarily responsible for integrating the 

research paper in existing process mining research. Additionally, I was in the lead in writing and 

finalizing the paper to get it ready for submission. Although the research paper represents, to a 

large extent, my work, the two co-authors were involved in all parts of the project and helped to 

advance our contribution. 

Research paper #4 (Kratsch et al. 2017) was developed together with three co-authors. Based on 

an initial idea provided by one of the co-authors, the team jointly conceptualized and elaborated on the 

paper’s content. Together, we developed an approach to prioritizing business processes for in-depth 

analysis based on their simulated future performance. Personally, I had the key role in conceptualizing 

and implementing the mixed-integer linear program, optimizing the performance of an interdependent 
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process network. Whereas one of the co-authors mainly developed the statistical forecasting model, I 

was again in the lead to merge the forecasting and the optimization models into one software prototype. 

I also took the main responsibility for revising the paper to get it finally accepted. 

Research paper #5 (Bitomsky et al. 2019) was developed with a team of three co-authors. Based 

on my idea to extend the process prioritization approach of research paper #4 to the project level, the 

team jointly conceptualized and elaborated the paper’s content. Together, we developed an approach 

that schedules process improvement projects based on predicted future process performance. I was 

involved in conceptualizing, developing, and reworking text sections throughout the article. Over-

all, I was involved in each part of the project. 

Research paper #6 (Kratsch et al. 2020b) was written with three co-authors. All co-authors jointly 

performed a structured comparison of traditional ML and DL approaches for predictive process 

monitoring. I mainly conceptualized the study design and implemented the machine and DL mod-

els. Furthermore, striving for conceptual completeness, I developed a framework to select datasets 

and ML algorithms purposefully. I also supported the data preprocessing, which was mainly under-

taken by one of the other co-authors. Besides, I took responsibility for revising the paper for resubmis-

sion. In sum, I had a central role in each part of the project. 
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3 Research Paper #1: Quality-Informed Semi-Automated Event Log Gen-

eration for Process Mining 

 

Authors: Andrews R, van Dun C, Wynn M, Kratsch W, Röglinger M, ter Hofstede A 

Published in:  Decision Support Systems, 2020, 132, 113265 

Abstract:  Process mining, as any form of data analysis, relies heavily on the quality of 

input data to generate accurate and reliable results. A fit-for-purpose event 

log nearly always requires time-consuming, manual preprocessing to extract 

events from source data, with data quality de-pendent on the analyst’s domain 

knowledge and skills. Despite much being written about data quality in gen-

eral, a generalizable framework for analyzing event data quality issues when 

extracting logs for process mining remains unrealized. Following the DSR 

paradigm, we present RDB2Log, a quality-aware, semi-automated approach 

for extracting event logs from relational data. We validated RDB2Log’s de-

sign against design objectives extracted from literature and competing arti-

facts, evaluated its design and performance with process mining experts, im-

plemented a prototype with a defined set of quality metrics, and applied it in 

laboratory settings and in a real-world case study. The evaluation shows that 

RDB2Log is understandable, of relevance in current research, and supports 

process mining in practice. 

Keywords: Process Mining, Data Quality, Event Log, Log Extraction 
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4 Research Paper #2: Bot Log Mining: Using Logs from Robotic Process 

Automation for Process Mining 

 

Authors: Egger A, ter Hofstede A, Kratsch W, Leemans S, Röglinger M, Wynn M 

Published in:  ER Conference Proceedings, 2020 

Abstract:  Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is an emerging technology for automat-

ing tasks using bots that can mimic human actions on computer systems. 

Most existing research focuses on the earlier phases of RPA implementations, 

e.g. the discovery of tasks that are suitable for automation. To detect excep-

tions and explore opportunities for bot and process redesign, historical data 

from RPA-enabled processes in the form of bot logs or process logs can be 

utilized. However, the isolated use of bot logs or process logs provides only 

limited insights and not a good understanding of an overall process. There-

fore, we develop an approach that merges bot logs with process logs for pro-

cess mining. A merged log enables an integrated view on the role and effects 

of bots in an RPA-enabled process. We first develop an integrated data model 

describing the structure and relation of bots and business processes. We then 

specify and instantiate a ‘bot log parser’ translating bot logs of three leading 

RPA vendors into the XES format. Further, we develop the ‘log merger’ func-

tionality that merges bot logs with logs of the underlying business processes. 

We further introduce process mining measures allowing the analysis of a 

merged log. We evaluate the proposed approach on real-world and artificial 

bot and process logs. 

Keywords: Robotic Process Automation, Process Mining, Business Process  

Management 
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5 Research Paper #3: Shedding Light on Blind Spots: Developing a Refer-

ence Architecture to Leverage Video Data for Process Mining 

 

Authors: Kratsch W, König F, Röglinger M 

Submitted Working Paper 

Extended Abstract 

Big data analytics is one of the most promising technology enablers for business process manage-

ment (BPM) [1]. As an exemplary domain-specific big data technology, process mining strives to 

discover, monitor, and improve processes by extracting knowledge from event logs commonly 

available in information systems [2]. In recent years, process mining has evolved into one of the 

most active and fast-growing research streams in BPM. The first international conference on pro-

cess mining (ICPM), which took place in Aachen in 2019, underlined the scientific relevance of 

the subject [3]. In practice, Celonis’ super-fast expansion from start-up to unicorn in only seven 

years indicates the enormous cross-industry business potential of process mining. By 2023, Mar-

kets and Markets predicts a market potential of 1.42 billion US$ for process mining technologies 

[4]. Current process mining applications are highly reliant on structured business data, often gath-

ered from process-aware information systems (PAIS) or other enterprise information systems (e.g., 

ERP, CRM). However, according to Forbes and CIO magazine, 80 to 90 percent of available data 

is unstructured, i.e., data without a functional, retrievable data scheme [5,6]. Moreover, unstruc-

tured data is increasing much more rapidly than structured data [6]. Consequently, most process 

mining analyses only exploit 10 to 20 percent of the available data. Video data (e.g., from surveil-

lance cameras) has the potential to make processes that partly run away from information systems 

(i.e., blind spots) more observable. Thus, our research question is as follows: How can video data 

be systematically exploited to support process mining? 

Here, we propose the Video Mining Reference Architecture (RA) supporting the extraction of 

structured information from unstructured video data, as well as the transformation of structured 

information into a format suitable for process mining use cases. As the central research artifact, 

the Video Mining RA facilitates the use-case-driven implementation and integration of computer 

vision capabilities into process mining architectures. By instantiating the Video Mining RA for 

exemplary process mining use cases, we also provide operational support for the practical imple-

mentation of such an architecture and demonstrate which computer vision capabilities are suitable 
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for which process mining contexts. Our results also show that an exemplary software prototype 

instantiation of the proposed reference architecture is capable of automatically extracting most of 

the process-relevant events from unstructured video data.  
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Abstract:  Business process management (BPM) is an essential paradigm of organiza-

tional design and a source of corporate performance. The most value-creating 

activity of BPM is process improvement. With effective process prioritiza-

tion being a critical success factor for process improvement, we propose the 

Data-Driven Process Prioritization (D2P2) approach. By ad-dressing the 

weaknesses of extant process prioritization approaches, the D2P2 accounts 

for structural and stochastic process dependencies and leverages log data. The 

D2P2 returns a priority list that indicates in which future periods the pro-

cesses from a process network should undergo the next in-depth analysis to 

check whether they actually require improvement. The D2P2 contributes to 

the prescriptive knowledge on process prioritization and process decision-

making. As for evaluation, we discussed the D2P2’s design specification 

against theory-backed design objectives and competing artefacts. We also in-

stantiated the D2P2 as a software prototype and applied the prototype to a 

real-world scenario based on the 2012 BPI Challenge log. 

Keywords: Business Process Management, Process Prioritization, Process Improvement, 

Business Process Architecture, Process Logs  
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7 Research Paper #5: Process Meets Project Prioritization – A Decision 

Model for Developing Process Improvement Roadmaps 

 

Authors: Bitomsky L, Huhn J, Kratsch W, Röglinger M 

Published in:  ECIS 2019 Proceedings, 2019 

Abstract:  Improving business processes is a key success factor for organizations and, 

at the same time, a major challenge for decision makers. For process improve-

ment to be successful, effective prioritization is essential. Despite the exist-

ence of approaches for the prioritization of process improvement projects or 

business processes, prescriptive research at the intersection of both re-search 

streams is missing. Existing approaches do not simultaneously prioritize 

business processes and improvement projects. Hence, scarce corporate funds 

may be misallocated. To address this research gap, we propose the PMP2, an 

economic decision model that assists organizations in the identification of 

business process improvement (BPI) roadmaps. Based on stochastic pro-

cesses and simulation, the decision model maps different improvement pro-

jects to individual business processes within a process network. Thereby, it 

caters for process dependencies and basic interactions among projects. Draw-

ing from the principles of value-based management, the decision model de-

termines the process improvement roadmap with the highest contribution to 

the long-term firm value. To evaluate the PMP2, we instantiated it as a soft-

ware proto-type and performed different scenario analyses based on synthetic 

data. The results highlight the importance of prioritizing business processes 

and improvement projects in an integrated manner. 

Keywords: Business Process Management, Business Process Improvement, Process 

Prioritization, Process Dependencies, Network Analysis 
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8 Research Paper #6: Machine Learning in Business Process Monitoring: 

A Comparison of Deep Learning and Classical Approaches Used for Out-

come Prediction 

 

Authors: Kratsch W, Manderscheid J, Röglinger M, Seyfried J 

Published in:  Business Information & Systems Engineering, 2020 

Abstract:  Predictive process monitoring aims at forecasting the behavior, performance, 

and outcomes of business processes at runtime. It helps identify problems 

before they occur and re-allocate re-sources before they are wasted. Although 

deep learning (DL) has yielded breakthroughs, most existing approaches 

build on classical machine learning (ML) techniques, particularly when it 

comes to outcome-oriented predictive process monitoring. This circumstance 

reflects a lack of understanding about which event log properties facilitate 

the use of DL techniques. To address this gap, the authors compared the per-

formance of DL (i.e., simple feedforward Deep Neural Networks and Long 

Short Term Memory Networks) and ML techniques (i.e., Random Forests 

and Support Vector Machines) based on five publicly available event logs. It 

could be observed that DL generally outperforms classical ML techniques. 

Moreover, three specific propositions could be inferred from further obser-

vations: First, the outperformance of DL techniques is particularly strong for 

logs with a high variant-to-instance ratio (i.e., many non-standard cases). 

Second, DL techniques perform more stably in case of imbalanced target var-

iables, especially for logs with a high event-to-activity ratio (i.e., many loops 

in the control flow). Third, logs with a high activity-to-instance payload ratio 

(i.e., input data is predominantly generated at runtime) call for the application 

of Long Short Term Memory Networks. Due to the purposive sampling of 

event logs and techniques, these findings also hold for logs outside this study.  

Keywords: Predictive Process Monitoring, Business Process Management, Outcome 

Prediction, Deep Learning, Machine Learning 


